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dark place Even so, some areas are darker than others Nothing is darker than a black hole A black hole is an area of
such immense gravity that nothing not even light can escape from it Black holes form at the end of some stars lives
The energy that held the star Travel INSIDE a Black Hole YouTube Mar , Black holes, light speed travel, and the
center of the universe Watch Numberphile discuss a Googol LINKS Are Black Holes Real NOVA Next PBS Not
so long ago, black holes were like unicorns fantastical creatures that flourished on paper, not in life Today, there is
wide scientific consensus that black holes are real Even though they can t be observed directly by definition, they
give off no light astronomers can infer their Black Holes Physics Central Seeing Black Holes Text courtesy of
NASA Astrophysicists measure how forces of extreme gravity operate near a black hole by mapping the distortions
of space time predicated by Einstein s Theory of General Relativity. Black hole Define Black hole at Dictionary
Black hole definition, Astronomy a theoretical massive object, formed at the beginning of the universe or by the
gravitational collapse of a star exploding as a supernova, whose gravitational field is so intense that no
electromagnetic radiation can escape. Frequently Asked Questions About Black Holes Why do some stars end up
as black holes Or, What does the exclusion principle have to do with whether or not a star becomes a black hole
How is time changed in a black hole Black Holes Heather As a year old who is studying black holes, this book is a
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Holes The New York Times Jun , Welcome to the place of no return a region in space where the gravitational pull
is so strong that not even light can escape it This is a black hole. Are Black Holes Real NOVA Next PBS Not so
long ago, black holes were like unicorns fantastical creatures that flourished on paper, not in life Today, there is
wide scientific consensus that black holes are real Even though they can t be observed directly by definition, they
give off no light astronomers can infer their Black Holes Quora Mar , A black hole is defined as a region of
spacetime from which gravity prevents anything, including light, from escaping. Amazing Facts About Black Holes
Universe Today Imagine matter packed so densely that nothing can escape Not a moon, not a planet and not even
light That s what black holes are a spot where gravity s pull is huge, ending up being dangerous for anything that
accidentally strays by But how did black holes come to be, and why are they How Black Holes Work
HowStuffWorks Black holes occur when a star dies Find out how black holes are made, types of black holes, parts
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